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It was proved by ErdBs, Ko, and Rado (Intersection theorems for systems 
of finite sets, Quart. J. Math. Oxford Ser. 12 (1961), 313-320.) that if .5+’ = 
{A, ,..., A,} consists of /r-subsets of a set with n> 2k elements such that Ai n A, # 
0 for all i, j then I Q (;I:). Schonheim proved that if Al ,..., Ar are subsets of 
a set S with n elements such that Ai r? Ai, Ai n Aj # 0 and Ai U Aj # S 
for all i # j then 2 Q (l,?.$,). In this note we prove a common strengthening 
of these results. 
Let S be a finite set with / S ] = n elements. A system & = (A, , A, ,..., A,> 
of subsets of S is called a Sperner system if Aiq Aj for i # j. In 1928 
Sperner [S] proved the very useful result that j J&’ 1 = 1 < (,,$,) and 
equality holds only if &’ consists of all subsets with m elements where 
m = [n/2] or m = [(n + 1)/2]. This result was sharpened in different 
directions by Lubefl [5] and Katona [4]. 
Suppose now that 1 Ai j = k for all i, 2k < n and Ai n A* # 0 for all 
i,j. It was proved by Erdos, Ko, and Rad6 [3] that in this case 1 < (;I,‘) 
and equality is attained only if J.@’ consists of all k-subsets of S, containing 
a fixed element of S. 
Finally if & is a Sperner system such that Ai n Aj # o and Ai u Aj # S 
for all i,j, then Schbnheim proved [7] that 1 < (&&). This can also 
be formulated in the following way. 
Let & be a Sperner system such that A E &’ implies that A = S - A, 
the complement of A, also belongs to z%‘. Then 1 &’ 1 = I < 2(,$&). 
This formulation shows that the result is a trivial consequence of Sperner’s 
theorem if n is even. 
The aim of this note is to prove a common extension of the results of 
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Erdiis, Ko, and Rad6 [2] and Schijnheim [7], in a way similar to the 
results in [l] and [5]. 
For A C S (I S / = n) define the weight of the subset A by 
THEOREM. Suppose & is a Sperner system of subsets of S, I S / = n, 
such that if A E &’ then S - A E &. 
Then 
(1) 
In our proof we make use of the fundamental idea of Katona in [5]. 
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA. PutE=exp(2+/n)andT={I,E ,..,, l n-l}.Letg={g’, ,..., St} 
be a Sperner system of subsets of T such that 
(i) Bi = {~“i, cpi+l,..., &} for all i, where qi - pi G’ n; 
(ii) 21&I < / TI =nforalli; 
(iii) Bi n Bi # o for all i, j. 
Then 
Proof. Put m = min{ ] Bi 1 : Bi E g} and let G?? = {Bd : Bi E 5’3, / Bi I= m}. 
If c, )...) C, E W, call C, ,. . ., C, a sequence if 
Ci+l = EC< for i = 1, 2 ,..., s - 1. 
By (ii) and (iii) clearly s < m for every sequence. 
Decompose V into maximal sequences V, ,..., V, . Let V,’ consist of 
all (m + I)-subsets of T, satisfying (i) and containing an m-subset in GYj . 
Then clearly j Vi’ ) = I %?j ] + 1, Vi’ n @ = o and Wj’ n V,’ = m for 
allj, k, j # k. Furthermore 8’ = (39 - ‘X) u V,’ u .** u V,’ also satisfies 
(i), (ii) and (iii). As I Vj ] < m for all j, we have 
so u(9) < ~(9’). By repeating this process, one obtains that it suffices 
to prove inequality (2) for the case when 1 Bi I = [n/2] for all i. However, 
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in this case (2) is trivial, since clearly at most as many [n/2] sets of the 
form (i) belong to .9 as there are missing so 21 < n. 
Proofofthe theorem. We prove the following equivalent formulation of 
the theorem. Let &’ be a Sperner system of subsets of S, 1 S 1 = n, such 
thatifA,,A,E&‘then2)A,( <nandAinAj # @.Then 
c w(A)<l. 
AE5d 
Denote by .z& (2k < n) the set of all k-subsets of S, containing a fixed 
element of S. This system zZk is the only extremal configuration of the 
Erdos, Ko, and Rad6 [3] inequality if 2k < n. It shows also that our 
theorem is best possible in the sense that if the weights are increased, 
(1’) no longer holds. 
Denote by 01 the number of I-l maps from S onto T and let /3(A) be the 
number of those l-l maps z+G, for which #(A) satisfies (i). Put 
#(‘zJ) = {#(A) : A E ~2, #(A) satisfies (i)}. Clearly #(&‘) satisfies the 
conditions (1) (ii), (iii). Consequently, by (2) 
(3) 
/3(A) is clearly a function of / A I. It is easily seen that if t+5 is any l-l 
map from S onto T, we have equality in (2) for B = $(&e>. As for J;a, 
we have equality in (1’) as well. This shows &Q/a I A ( = w(A), so 
inequality (3) is the same as (1’). The proof is complete. 
Remark. From the proof of the lemma one can also easily deduce that 
if equality holds in (2) then 
(1) 1 Bi 1 = k for some k < n/2 for all i, 
(2) if k < n/2, all sets Bi contain a fixed element of T, 
In turn this implies that equality holds in (1’) only if 
(1) I Ai 1 = k for some k < n/2 for all i, 
(2) if k < 42, all sets Ai contain a fixed element of S. 
COROLLARY 1 (ErdGs, Ko, and Rad6). Zf 1 S ( = n > 2k and 
d = {A, )...) A,} consists of k-subsets of S such that Ai n Aj # o for 
all i, j, then I < (;I:) with equality $and only if& = s;4, . 
COROLLARY 2 (Schiinheim). Suppose / S / = n and Al ,..., Al are 
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subsets of S such that Ai@ Aj, Ai n Aj # @ and Ai u Aj # S for all 
i # j. 
Then 
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